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Let us continue some left portion of Transformation Grammar in this 

lecture 

           For example, Has John seen Mary? is a transform of John has 

seen Mary (by simple transfer of has which is technically described as 

permutation: A snake was killed by Mohan is the transform of the 

sentence in the active voice: Mohan killed a snake (by passivization). 

Similarly, The man who was standing there ran away is the 

transformation of the two sentences. 

The man ran away 

And 

The man standing there. 

Now we shall discuss Generative Grammar. 

The second characteristics of T G is that is generative. This, means that a 

grammar must generate all and only the grammatical sentences of a 



language. By this is not meant that a grammar should literally (at any 

time) bring all these sentences into existence. It means merely that 

grammar must be so formulated that by following its rules and 

conventions we could produce all or any of the possible sentences of the 

language. To generate is thus to predict what could be the sentence of the 

language or to specify precisely what are the possible sentences of the 

language. Thus, a grammar should generate, specify, predict the 

grammatical/acceptable sentences of the language and not the 

ungrammatical/unacceptable ones. 

So, a genitive grammar is not concerned with any actual set of sentences 

of the language but with possible set of sentences. We are not concerned 

merely or solely even primarily with any observed sentences (utterances) 

that have occurred but rather with those that can or could have occurred. 

The advocates of TG have said that many corpus has a finite number of 

sentences, no matter how large, yet a language consists of an infinite 

number of sentences. This infinity is a result of what is known as 

recursion--- that we can apply the same linguistic device over again. To 

say that number of sentences is infinite does not mean, of course, the 

grammar itself is infinite. On the contrary, it has finite number of rules 

but allows to generate the infinite set of sentences. 
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